We study the combined effects of both strong and electroweak dimension six effective operators on flavour changing top quark physics at the LHC. Analytic expressions for the cross sections and decay widths of several flavour changing processes will be presented, as well as an analysis of the feasibility of their observation at the LHC.
of refs. [6, 7] , and to uncover connections between several FCNC quantities. This paper is organised as follows: in section II we review the effective operator formalism and introduce our FCNC operators, explaining what physical criteria were behind their choice. We also present the Feynman rules for the new anomalous top quark interactions which will be the base of all the work that follows. In section III we use those same Feynman rules to compute and analyse the branching ratios of the top quark FCNC decays, with particular emphasis on the relationship between Br(t → q γ) and Br(t → q Z). In the following two sections we study the cross section for production, at the LHC, of a single top and a photon or a Z boson, with all FCNC interactions -both strong and electroweak -included. We also investigate whether it would be possible to conclude, from the data, whether any FCNC phenomena observed would have at its root the strong or the electroweak sectors. Finally, in section V we present a general discussion of the results and some conclusions.
II. FLAVOUR CHANGING EFFECTIVE OPERATORS
The effective operator formalism of Buchmüller and Wyler [5] is based on the assumption that the Standard Model of particle physics is the low energy limit of a more general theory. Such theory would be valid at very high energies but, at a lower energy scale Λ, we would only perceive its effects through a set of effective operators of dimensions higher than four. Those operators would obey the gauge symmetries of the SM, and be suppressed by powers of Λ. This allows us to write this effective lagrangian as a series, such that
where L SM is the SM lagrangian and L (5) and L (6) contain all the dimension five and six operators which, like L SM , are invariant under the gauge symmetries of the SM. The list of dimension six operators is quite vast [5] . This formalism allows us to parameterize new physics, beyond that of the SM, in a model-independent manner.
In this work we are interested in effective operators of dimension six that contribute to flavour-changing interactions of the top quark in the weak sector. The L (5) terms break baryon and lepton number conservation, and therefore we do not consider them in this analysis. This work follows refs. [2, 3, 4] , where we considered FCNC top effective operators which affect the strong sector. Namely, operators which, amongst other things, contribute to FCNC decays of the form t → u g or t → c g. The operators we considered were expressed as
where the coefficients α i spinors are exchanged in the expressions above. Also, the hermitian conjugates of all of these operators are obviously included in the lagrangian. These operators contribute to FCNC vertices of the form g tū i (with u i = u , c). The operators with α S couplings, due to their gauge structure (namely, the covariant derivative acting on a quark spinor), also contribute to quartic vertices of the form g g tū i , g γ tū i and g Z tū i .
Our criteria in choosing these operators were that they contributed only to FCNC top physics, not affecting low energy physics. In that sense, operators that contributed to top quark phenomenology but which also affected bottom quark physics (in the notation of ref. [5] , operators O qG ) were not considered. Recently, a study based on constraints from B physics [8] using the predictions for the LHC [9, 10, 11] , has showed that, in fact, some of the constraints on dimension 6 operators stemming from low energy physics are already stronger than some of the predictions for the LHC. This is true for the operators denoted in [8] by LL, which are the ones built with two SU (2) doublets that we had left out in our previous work. Obviously the gauge structure is felt more strongly in the left-left (LL) type of operators than in the right-right type. Hence, they concluded that the LL operators will not be probed at the LHC because they are already constrained beyond the expected bounds obtained for a luminosity of 100 f b −1 . Limits on LR and RL operators are close to those experimental bounds and RR operators are the ones that will definitely be probed at the LHC. Moreover, since more results will come from the B factories and the Tevatron, the constraints will be even stronger by the time the LHC starts to analyse data. Therefore our criteria in the choice of operators is well founded, and we will also not consider LL operators in the electroweak sector.
A. Effective operators contributing to electroweak FCNC top decays
According to our criteria of leaving low-energy particle physics unchanged, we will now consider all possible dimension six effective operators which contribute to top decays of the form t → u i γ and t → u i Z. First we have the operators analogous to those of eq. (2) in the electroweak sector, to wit,
where α , and the hermitian conjugates of all of these terms. The electroweak tensors "contain" both the photon and Z boson fields, through the well-known Weinberg rotation. Thus they contribute simultaneously to vertices of the form Zt u i and γt u i when we consider the partial derivative of D µ in the equations (3), or when we replace the Higgs field φ by its vev v in them. We will isolate the contributions to FCNC photon and Z interactions in these operators defining new effective couplings {α γ , β γ } and {α Z , β Z }. These are related to the initial couplings via the Weinberg angle θ W by
and
As we will see, these Weinberg rotations will introduce a certain correlation between FCNC processes involving the photon or the Z.
Because the Higgs field is electrically neutral but has weak interactions, there are more effective operators which will only contribute to new Z FCNC interactions. They are analogous to operators considered in [12] for study of FCNC in the leptonic sector and are given by
and another operator with coupling θ ti with the position of the u i and t spinors exchanged. As before, the coefficients η it ,η it and θ it are complex dimensionless couplings.
B. Feynman rules for top FCNC weak interactions
The complete effective lagrangian can now be written as a function of the operators defined in the previous section,
This lagrangian describes new vertices of the form γū t, Zū t,ū t γ g andū t Z g (and many others) and their charge conjugate vertices. For simplicity we redefine the η and θ couplings as η → (sin(2θ W )/e) η and θ → (sin(2θ W )/e) (θ it − θ * ti ). The Feynman rules for the FCNC triple vertices are shown in figures (1) and (2) [28] . Just like for the anomalous operators in the strong sector, the gauge structure of the terms (1), (2) also contribute to the quartic ones. The Feynman rules for the quartic vertices we will need for this paper are shown in figures (3) and (4) . We see that these quartic interactions receive contributions from both the strong and electroweak effective operators. Their presence is mandatory because of gauge invariance and they will be of great importance to obtain several elegant results which we present in section IV.
For comparison, the FCNC lagrangian considered by the authors of ref. [7] consisted in
Feynman rules for the anomalous quartic vertex γ g tū. Notice that whereas we consider a generic scale Λ for new physics, these authors set Λ = m t . Also, it is easy to recognize several of our couplings in the lagrangian above; for instance, we have
Notice that due to our choice of efective operators the couplings of the form β qt and β tq , and others, are treated as independent -meaning, the lagrangian (9) does not contain our couplings β tq . Also, couplings of the form {α , η} are not present in (9) , and the photon and Z couplings therein presented are taken to be completely independent, unlike what we considered in our work. Their X L tq coupling hasn't got an equivalent in our formulation. We could obtain it through a θ-like effective operator, namely,
where one of the quark doublets q i , q j would contain the top quark. It is easy to see, though, that this operator would have a direct contribution to bottom quark physics, thus violating one of our selection criteria for the anomalous top interactions. One important remark: the authors of ref. [7] do not consider the quartic vertices of figs. (3) and (4) in their calculations of cross sections for t + γ and t + Z production. That's entirely correct, since their analysis does not involve couplings like {α , η}, the only ones who contribute to those quartic vertices.
III. FCNC BRANCHING RATIOS OF THE TOP
The top can have FCNC decays in the SM, but not at tree level. As such, the branching ratios of these rare top decays are immensely suppressed in the SM, but can be much larger in extensions of the model. Essentially, the existence of new particles will give new contributions to the top rare decays. The interesting thing is that there can be differences of as much as thirteen orders of magnitude between the SM branching ratios and those in some models, as may be seen in table I. The effective operator
TABLE I: Branching ratios for FCNC decays of the top quark in the SM and several possible extensions: the quark-singlet model (QS), the two-higgs doublet model (2HDM), the minimal supersymmetric model (MSSM) and SUSY with R-parity violation. See ref. [13, 14] for details.
formalism allows us to describe, in a model-independent manner, the possible rare decays of the top. In ref. [2] we computed the branching ratios for the FCNC top decays t → q g, due to the strong sector anomalous operators therein introduced. The decay width for t → u g is given by
with an analogous expression for Γ(t → cg), with different couplings. The electroweak sector operators we discussed in the previous section contribute to new FCNC decays, namely, t → u γ (and t → c γ, with a priori different couplings), for which we obtain a width given by the following expression:
Notice how similar this result is to eq. (12). We will also have contributions from these operators to t → u Z (t → c Z), from which we obtain a width given by
where the coefficients K i are given by
LEP HERA Tevatron
Br(t → q g) < 17% [20] < 13% [17, 21] < O(0.1 − 1%) [22] There are several experimental bounds for FCNC processes. As we mentioned earlier, indirect bounds [8, 15] originate from electroweak precision physics and from B and K physics. The strongest bounds so far are the ones in [8] where invariance under SU (2) L is required for the set of operators chosen. This way top and bottom physics are related and B physics can be used to set limits on operators that involve top and bottom quarks through gauge invariance. Regarding Br(t → q Z) and Br(t → q γ), the only direct bounds available to date are the ones from the Tevatron (CDF). The CDF collaboration has searched its data for signatures of t → q γ and t → q Z (where q = u, c). Both analyses use pp → tt data and assume that one of the tops decays according to the SM into W b. The results are presented in Table II . As data is still being collected, we expect that these bounds will improve in the near future. The bounds on the branching ratios from LEP and ZEUS are bounds on the cross section that were then translated into bounds on the branching ratios through the anomalous couplings. The LEP bounds use the same anomalous coupling for the u and c quarks and the ZEUS bound is only for the process involving a u quark. The bounds on Br(t → q g) are all from cross sections translated into branching ratios. Usually only one operator is considered, the chromomagnetic one, which makes the translation straightforward. The same searches are being prepared for the LHC. A detailed discussion with all present bounds on FCNC and the predictions for the LHC can be found in [9, 10, 11] . With a luminosity of 100 f b −1 and in the absence of signal, the 95% confidence level bounds on the branching ratios give us Br(t → q Z) ∼ 10 −5 , Br(t → q γ) ∼ 10 −5 and Br(t → q g) ∼ 10 −4 .
Let us now recall that the anomalous couplings that describe the FCNC decays t → q Z and t → q γ are not entirely independent -according to eqs. (4) and (5) the couplings {α γ , α Z } and {β γ , β Z } are related to one another. This will imply a correlation of sorts between the branching ratios for these two decays. Then, gauge invariance imposes that one can consider anomalous FCNC interactions that affect only the decay t → q Z, but any anomalous interactions which affect t → q γ will necessarily have an impact on t → q Z. In particular, if one considers any sort of theory for which Br(t → q γ) = 0, then one will forcibly have Br(t → q Z) = 0. The reverse of this statement is not necessarily true, since more anomalous couplings contribute to the Z interactions than do the γ ones.
If the couplings contributing to one of these branching ratios were completely unrelated to those contributing to the other, then the two branching ratios would be completely independent of one another. As we see in figure (5) that is not the case. To obtain this plot we considered that the total width of the top quark was equal to 1.42 GeV (a value which includes QCD corrections, and taking V tb ≃ 1 [20, 23] ), set Λ = 1 TeV [29] and generated random complex values of all the anomalous couplings, with magnitudes in the range between 10 −10 and 1. We rejected those combinations of parameters which resulted in branching ratios for t → u Z and t → u γ larger than 10 −2 [30] . Regarding the {α , β} couplings, we first generated random values for {α (4) and (5) 
With very little exceptions, we can even quote a rough bound on the branching ratios by observing the straight line drawn by us in the plot -namely, that it is nearly impossible to have Br(t → u γ) > 500 Br(t → u Z)
1.1 . Again, if gauge invariance did not impose the conditions between γ and Z couplings expressed in eqs. (4) and (5), what we would obtain in fig. (5) would be a uniformly filled plot -for a given value of Br(t → u Z) one could have any value of Br(t → u γ). If we take the point of view that any theory beyond the SM will manifest itself at the TeV scale through the effective operators of ref. [5] then this relationship between these two FCNC branching ratios of the top is a model-independent prediction. Finally, had we considered a more limited set of anomalous couplings -for instance, only α or β type couplings -the plot in fig. (5) would be considerably simpler. Due to the relationship between those couplings, the plot would reduce to a band of values, not a wedge as that shown. Identical results were obtained for the FCNC decays t → c Z and t → c γ. 
IV. STRONG VS. ELECTROWEAK FCNC CONTRIBUTIONS FOR CROSS SECTIONS OF ASSOCIATED SINGLE TOP PRODUCTION
The anomalous operators considered in this paper contribute, not only to FCNC decays of the top, but also to processes of single top production. Namely to the associated production of a top quark alongside a photon or a Z boson, processes described by the Feynman diagrams shown in fig. (6) . The FCNC vertices are represented by a solid dot, with the letter "S" standing for a strong FCNC anomalous interaction and a "EW" for the electroweak one. Notice the four-legged diagrams, imposed by gauge invariance. The strong-FCNC channels had already been considered in ref. [4] . Our aim in this section is to investigate what is the combined influence of the strong and electroweak anomalous contributions to these processes. A. Cross section for q g → t γ
The total cross section for the associated FCNC production of a single top quark and a photon including all the anomalous interactions considered in section II is given by
where we have defined the functions
We used the couplings generated in the previous section for which we computed the branching ratios presented in fig. (5) . We also generated random complex values for the strong couplings {α S ij , β S ij }, once again requiring that Br(t → u g) < 10 −2 . To obtain the cross section for the process p p → u g → t γ at the LHC we integrated the partonic cross section in eq. (16) with the CTEQ6M partonic distribution functions [24] , with a factorization scale µ F set equal to m t . We also imposed a cut of 10 GeV on the p T of the final state partons. In figure (7) we plot the value of the cross section for this process against the branching ratio of the FCNC decay of the top to a gluon. We show both the "strong" cross section (in grey, corresponding to all couplings but the strong ones set to zero) and the total cross section (in black crosses, including the effects of the strong couplings, the electroweak ones and their interference). The most immediate conclusion one can draw from fig. (7) is that the interference between the strong and weak FCNC interactions is by and large constructive. In fact, the vast majority of the points in fig. (7) which correspond to the total cross section lie above the line representing the contributions from the strong FCNC processes alone. For a small subset of points we may have σ T otal (pp → ug → tγ) < σ S (pp → ug → tγ), but in those cases the difference between both quantities is never superior to 1%. Then, within an error of 1%, the strong cross section σ S (pp → ug → tγ) (calculated in ref. [4] ) is effectively a lower bound on the total cross section for this process.
Another interesting observation from fig. (7): any bound on Br(t → u g) (such as those which are expected to come from the LHC results) immediately implies a bound on σ(p p → ug → t γ) -and vice-versa. However, a hypothetical direct determination of Br(t → u g) would not determine the cross section, it would only provide us with a lower bound on σ(p p → ug → t γ). Inversely, the discovery of the FCNC process p p → ug → t γ and obtention of a value for σ(p p → ug → t γ) would set an upper bound on Br(t → u g), not fix its value.
FIG. 7:
Total (black crosses) and strong (grey) cross sections for the process p p → u g → t γ versus the FCNC branching ratio for the decay t → u g.
Had we plotted the electroweak cross section (the term proportional to Γ(t → q γ) in eq. (16)) and the total one versus Br(t → u γ), we would have found a very similar picture to that of fig. (7): a straight line for the electroweak cross section and a wedge of values lying mostly above it. Again, to within 1% of the value of the cross sections, the electroweak cross section σ EW (pp → ug → tγ) is a lower bound for the complete cross section. And as before, knowing the value of Br(t → u γ) sets only a lower bound on σ(p p → ug → t γ), and determining a value for the cross section establishes an upper bound on the branching ratio. We thus observe a great similarity in the behaviour of the total cross sections with both FCNC branching ratios. In fact, this is shown in quite an impressive manner in fig. (8) , where we plot the total cross section against the sum of the FCNC branching ratios. The "line" shown in this figure is actually a very thin band, but this plot shows that, to good approximation, we should expect a direct proportionality between the cross section for the process p p → u g → t γ and the quantity Br(t → u γ) + Br(t → u g). In fact we can even extract the proportionality constant from the plot above, and obtain
with a maximal deviation of about 9%. Thus a measurement of this cross section would determine the sum of the FCNC branching ratios, but not each of them separately. Analogous results are obtained for the processes involving the c quark, the only differences stemming from the parton density functions associated with that particle. We obtain
but the values of the cross section can now deviate as much as 19% from this formula. Notice that typical values of the cross section for production of t + Z via FCNC through a c quark are roughly ten times smaller than those of processes that go through a u quark, which is of course due to the much smaller charm content of the proton.
Is there a way, then, to ascertain whether the main contribution to σ(p p → ug → t γ) stems from anomalous strong interactions, or from weak ones? Indeed there is, by analysing the differential cross section for this process. In fig. (9) we plot dσ/d cos θ versus cos θ, θ being the angle between the momentum of the photon (or top) and the beam line. We show the strong and electroweak contributions to this cross section, as well as its total result. We chose a typical set of values for the anomalous couplings producing a branching ratio for the FCNC decay t → u g clearly superior to that of the decay t → u γ. As we see, the angular distribution of the electroweak and strong cross sections is quite different. Since the strong anomalous interactions are dominating over the electroweak ones the total cross section mimics very closely the strong one.
In fig. (10) we show the inverse situation: a typical set of values was chosen which gives us Br(t → u γ) ∼ 10 −2 and Br(t → u g) ∼ 10 −7 , meaning a situation for which the anomalous electroweak interactions are clearly dominant over the strong ones. We see from the angular distribution of the total cross section shown in fig. (10) that it now greatly resembles its electroweak component. Judging from figs. (9) and (10), the telltale sign of dominance of strong FCNC interactions is a pronounced variation with cos θ in the cross section, whereas a dominance of electroweak FCNC effects will produce a relatively "flat" cross section. The Feynman diagrams of fig. (6) help to explain this difference in dependence with cos θ: the strong cross section has a significant contribution from the t-channel (since the s-channel diagram is suppressed by the top mass), whereas the inverse happens for the electroweak cross section. However, it should be pointed out that the four-legged diagrams contributing to both cross sections will upset a clear s-or-t channel dominance. Notice also that if FCNC produce branching ratios of similar size in both sectors the difference in behaviour shown in these plots will not be seen. In fact, we may get a better feel for the different angular behavior of the strong and electroweak FCNC interactions if we define an asymmetry coefficient for this cross section,
To exemplify the relevance of this quantity, we generated a special sample of anomalous couplings: random values of all strong and electroweak couplings such that Br(t → u γ) + Br(t → u g) ∼ 10 −2 . This will include the cases where one of the branching ratios dominates over the other, and also the case where both of them have similar magnitudes. We show the results in fig. (11) , plotting the value of A t+γ in terms of the two branching ratios whose sum is fixed to 10 −2 . Looking at the far left of the plot we see that when the electroweak FCNC interactions dominate over the strong ones A t+γ tends to a value of approximately (20) as a function of the branching ratios Br(t → u γ) (crosses) and Br(t → u g) (dots).
−0.85, and in the reverse situation we have A t+γ ∼ −0.42. However, when both branching ratios have similar sizes, A t+γ can take any value between those two limits.
B. Cross section for q g → t Z
We can perform analysis similar to those of the previous section for the associated production of a top and a Z boson. We computed an analytical expression for the cross section of this process, which is given by the sum of three terms,
with strong FCNC contributions (σ S ), electroweak ones (σ EW ) and interference terms between both sectors. The expression for dσ S qg→tZ /dt was first given in ref. [4] . The remaining formulae are quite lengthy, involving many different combinations of anomalous couplings with complicated coefficients. We present them in Appendix A for completeness. To examine the values of these cross sections at the LHC, we used the set of anomalous couplings generated in the previous section, complemented with randomly generated values for the η and θ couplings [31] and integrated the expressions (21) with the CTEQ6M pdf's. We chose µ F = m t + m Z and imposed a 10 GeV cut on the transverse momentum of the particles in the final state.
Unlike what was observed for the t γ channel, there is no direct proportionality between σ EW (pp → ug → tZ) and Br(t → q Z) -this is due to the many different functions multiplying the several combinations of anomalous couplings presented in Appendix A. Because the functions F 1Z and F 2Z (eqs. (A2)) are very similar, there is an approximate proportionality between the branching ratio and σ S (pp → ug → tZ), as was seen in ref. [4] . In fig. (12) we plot the total cross section for this process against the sum Br(t → u Z) + Br(t → u g). We see, from this plot, that the cross section for t + Z production is always contained between two straight lines, and it is easy to obtain the following relation, valid for the overwhelming majority of the points shown in fig. (12) :
The thick band observed in this figure means any bounds obtained, say, on the cross section, will translate into a less severe bound on the sum of the branching ratios than what happened for the t + γ channel. For instance, in fig. (8) an upper bound on the cross section σ(pp → ug → tγ) of 10 −2 implied Br(t → FIG. 12: Total (electroweak and strong contributions) cross section for the process p p → u g → t Z versus the sum of the FCNC branching ratios for the decays t → u Z and t → u g. u γ) + Br(t → u g) < 10 −5 , whereas a similar bound on σ(pp → ug → tZ) gives us approximately, from the right-hand side of the band in fig. (12) , Br(t → u Z) + Br(t → u g) < 10 −4 . If we didn't have this band of values, but rather a line corresponding to its left-hand side edge, the bound would be one order of magnitude lower. As before, we obtain qualitatively identical results for the processes involving the c quark, and we can quote rough bounds similar to those of eq. (22), (23) And again, we observe that the strong and electroweak cross sections have different angular dependencies. In fig. (13) we plot the differential cross section for the process pp → ug → tZ, both the strong and electroweak contributions, for a typical choice of anomalous couplings for which the electroweak FCNC interactions dominate over the strong ones. The strong contributions increase with cos θ, whereas the electroweak ones decrease. If the strong FCNC couplings dominate over the electroweak ones, then the total cross section would very closely mimic the angular dependence of the dotted line in fig. (13) . Once more, if the electroweak and strong FCNC interactions have contributions of similar magnitudes, then it will not be possible to distinguish them through this analysis. We can define an asymmetry coefficient for the t + Z process as well, namely
We will now use the set of anomalous couplings generated to produce fig. (11) and plot the evolution of A t+Z with both FCNC branching ratios in fig. (14) . Again, we see a clear distinction between dominance of electroweak FCNC interactions or strong FCNC ones. In the former case A t+Z tends to a value of approximately 0.4, and in the latter situation we have A t+Z ∼ −0.4 -this is particulary interesting since the asymmetry changes signs, going from one regime to the other. Once more, if both branching ratios have like sizes, A t+Z may have any value between these two extrema.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Even if the top quark has indeed large FCNC branching ratios -strong or electroweak ones -, which would lead to significant cross sections of associated single top production at the LHC, could those processes actually be observed? In other words, given the numerous backgrounds present at the LHC, is it possible to extract a meaningful FCNC signal from the expected data? The very thorough analysis of [7] .
ref. [7] seems to indicate so. For instance, for t + Z production they identify several possible channels available to identify the FCNC signal, summarised in table V. For all of these processes, the processes W Zj, tt and single top production will also act as backgrounds. It is also likely, considering the immense QCD backgrounds, that only those processes with at least one lepton will be possible to observe at the LHC. To build this table, the top quark was considered to decay according to SM physics, t → b W , and the several decay possibilities within the SM of the W and Z bosons give the possibilities listed therein. The fraction attributed to each channel corresponds to the percentages of each decay mode of the W and Z as well as a 90 % tagging efficiency for lepton (electron or muon) tagging, and a 60 % one for each b-jet. The most impressive result of ref. [7] , though, is the efficiency with which the FCNC signal is extracted from these backgrounds: they have shown that a battery of simple kinematical cuts on the observed particles is more than enough to obtain a very clear -and statistically meaningful -FCNC signal. For t + Z production they conclude that the best channel would be p p → t Z → l + l − l ν b. For t + γ production the analysis is made simpler by the photon not having decay branching ratios, which aides the statistics obtained -the best channel available would be p p → t γ → γ l ν b. Clearly, only an analysis analogous to that of [7] , with the FCNC interactions considered in the present paper included in an event generator, would be capable of reaching definite conclusions regarding which kinematical cuts would be better suited to obtain a clear FCNC signal. That study is beyond the scope of the present paper, though a preliminary study of our strong FCNC interactions in the LHC environment, using the TopReX event generator [25] , is about to be concluded [26] . A word on higher-order QCD corrections: they are manifestly difficult to compute in the effective operator formalism, since the lagrangian becomes non-renormalizable. A recent work using electroweak top FCNC couplings [27] , however, concluded that those corrections greatly reduce any dependence the results obtained at tree level might have on the scales of renormalization and factorization. These authors have also shown that the higher order corrections tend to slightly increase the leading order result.
To summarise, we employed the effective operator formalism to parameterize the effects of any theory that might have as its low-energy limit the SM. The fact that we are working in a gauge invariant formalism allowed us to find many relations between couplings and quantities which, a priori, would not be related at all. In particular we found a near-proportionality between the cross section of associated top plus photon production at the LHC and the sum of the FCNC decays of the top to a photon and a gluon. We estimated the cross sections for t + γ and t + Z production at the LHC and saw that, for large enough values of the top FCNC branching ratios, one might expect a significant number of events.
We also concluded that, for these processes, the interplay between the strong and electroweak anomalous interactions tends to increase the values of the cross sections -the interference between both FCNC sectors is mostly constructive. The analysis of the differential cross sections for t + γ and t + Z production will possibly allow the identification of the source of FCNC physics -the strong or the electroweak sector. As mentioned in section IV B the cross section for the associated production of a top and a Z boson is given by three terms, as in eq. (21) . The strong FCNC contribution is given by:
with coefficients 
The electroweak FCNC contribution is given by the following expression: 
Finally, the strong-electroweak interference cross section is given by 
